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A Family Portrait in Liminal Spaces

YMCA Family Locker Room
The only time my parents herd us like sheep, is when we visit the gym to go and swim in the middle of January. We
are corralled with the other children into a humid tundra of dirty tiles and fogged mirrors. Everything has the faint
perfume of foot fungus and old swimsuits.
While changing behind a makeshift towel curtain, I often look up at Mother to see how she carries her weighted
shoulders; attempting to balance the world is a prideful burden. I know she only sleeps for an hour after her night
shift before she carts us around all day, and sometimes I wish I didn’t know. My brothers slap their skin with flushed
hands just to watch how they stick to themselves. I watch the other children. 
All of us gag down the smell of Suave “No Tears” detangler together, a concoction of watermelon and cucumber. We
smell like the dry towels; heated cotton comfort bundling us after the blue lips and sagging bottoms ate into our
underage bodies. 
There is a constant ticking chorus of clanging and flushing, of crying toddlers and excited preteens. I have never seen
a clock. In place of windows, above us are artificial lights blared to a point of migraine-inducing, so I try not to stare
too long.
This place reminds me of a clinically Catholic orgy: naked bodies, saggy skin, cotton, wood, humidity. Grit sticks to
me as if we had gone to a beach. It’s in our bags, socks, even our pockets. But Father is still softer here. Relaxing
from the sultry air, I like to think it makes him feel as if he was back in his humid hell where he grew up. I like
making eye contact with the other departing children; me and Other Brother stare at them and their down-stuffed
coats with their glass-eyed drowsiness. 
Whenever I hear hairdryers, I cannot help but to think of the condensation on the walls, counters, floors, and
mirrors. How Mother pulls the knots from my hair while we hide in the corner lockers where we make towel tents of
privacy. 

D&W Grocery Store
    We go to the grocery store once a week, always midday when we are at our hungriest and the whole town can
hear our empty mouths. Mother is good at acting like we aren’t on food stamps. She pretends to stare closely at the
nutrition value as she looks past the item to find the “WIC” mark on the price tag. My brothers and I trail after the
cart, touching every shelf before Father can catch us. The sticky syrup cart rail is something we do not want to hold
onto for the hour we are here. 
    I watch as Oldest Brother texts on his iPod with his headphones on blast, trudging through the muffled Christian
radio and to the soundtrack of broken cart wheels. Other Brother and I pet the browning fruit and the WIC bread,
but we are all waiting for the neon bouquet of the cereal aisle. Where we will look among the garden and choose the
largest, most colorful off brand for our own. I always choose cornflakes to add my own sugar to at home; Other
Brother and I have an arrangement to share our picks of the week.
    Mother told me once that she believes Father is a glutton, always feasting on the smell of freezers and church
ladies, all mothballs and aged chiffon. Once, when I was alone here we stood by the yogurt, watching the yellowed
lights flicker on plastic and metal; I never knew how much time passed standing there. Oldest Brother comes over
and we walk to join Other Brother at the lobster tank. We kneel, watching the glorified fish scramble atop one
another as they search for the exit sign, only to listen to the rich women besides us call our pets by the wrong name.
Their dagger-tipped nails and pearls choking them unless they lift their chins higher, peacock-feather brooch pinned
to their floral cashmere, they like to pretend not to see us.



    When I go grocery shopping I think of the good days. The days when I sat in the bottom of a cart holding onto
the chilled gallon of milk. But I see the rows of jello and I still feel the temptation to buy the poison green ring,
simply because I’ve always wanted to slap it and watch it jiggle. I want to hit it until I can stop clenching my fat fists
in my pocket. But father sees I’ve strayed from our small party, so instead, I tattoo crescents into my palms and
walk back to the cart. Maybe next week will be different.

Midwestern Holiday Inns
When we walk into the hotel, I choose not to focus on the spongy carpets or bad local radio channel but instead, I
watch for whether Father left Mother to check in himself or look to see if Oldest Brother stands like his mugshot is
being taken. Other Brother taps on the poor fish tank or sprawls out on the fifteen year old couch in the lobby. 
Chewing on the smell of chlorine and cold cinnamon rolls, I debate on which brother to share the bed with even if we
always end up cramming the three of us together anyways. Oldest Brother likes to steal the blankets but Other
Brother always kicks during his dreams. I simply take solace in the crisp white sheets because they smell like a
comfort we don’t have in our own home. 
An unscented shampoo strips you of everything but the chlorine. Your dignity and will of self preservation may be
down the drain, but the chemicals will seep into your hollowed bones by then. Caution should be taken when
checking the sheets and pillows because if you brought bugs home with you, it would mean catastrophe. Would mean
to feel invisible legs against you, a constant unseen itch. Memories of scrubbing the house and leaving would simply
repeat themselves; Mother’s old clothes left to burn. 

Art Museum Downtown
I like it when we rush in through a spiraling door. Making sure that no one is already inside, the three of us spin and
spin until I slip and hit my head. As our parents approach, we paint on our most obedient postures, holding the door
for them. I bring Other Brother with me to hang our coats in the small closet by the desk, while Oldest Brother
merely trails after us and tries to puff his chest. I dislike how he pretends he’s never clenched fat little fists around
Mother’s necklace. Looking at him, I wonder what right he has to hold himself above us when even adults never
stop being children.
The air is all hushed voices, trying to decide what to get for dinner as they stare at mangled bodies and technicolor
strands of yarn crucified for display. I look for where our parents had gone and the three of us listen as footsteps get
louder yet never enter the strange display room we’ve wandered into. I am choking on the yellow lights filtering
through cleaning spray and dust. Briefly, I question if we’ve become the exhibition. 
There are no windows in sight as my father grasps Other Brother with hulking fists and hushed threats. I huddle
behind our mom and clench glossy papers. Stiff cardstock digging into my palms, miniature paintings for me to
caress, if he had simply held onto them too maybe he wouldn't have reached for the dripping nails from the wired
ceiling.
We leave the same way we came but silent now. We are solemn and tired; huddling ourselves into our winter coats, I
pet the smooth papers again. 
I dream of going by myself only so I could spend three hours in front of a single painting and nobody could tell me it
was wrong to do so. Mother says that this habit is a selfish obsession and I do not know how to tell her: that’s what
I want it to be.
 


